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All the great names in health care started with a
singular focus and goal – to heal. Our mission has been
the same since our inception more than 143 years ago
and continues today throughout our large network of
hospitals, physician practices, urgent care centers
and clinics.
But we know healing alone is not enough. We must
learn, we must educate, we must push the boundaries
of science and modern medicine. It is our duty and
responsibility to ensure that the future of medicine
continues to prosper. At St. Luke’s, our commitment
to education, research and innovation stands in
no one’s shadow.
We encourage you to learn more about St. Luke’s
Graduate Medical Education residency and fellowship
programs. We seek only the best and brightest minds –
those who want to be challenged and rewarded, inspired
and involved. Take a look at what we have to offer.

Joel C. Rosenfeld, MD, MEd, FACS
Chief Academic Officer, St. Luke’s University Health Network
Senior Associate Dean and Professor of Surgery,
Lewis Katz School of Medicine at Temple University

James P. Orlando, EdD
Associate Chief Academic Officer
ACGME Designated Institutional Official (DIO)
ICF Associate Certified Coach (ACC)
St. Luke’s University Health Network
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Hospitals

72,000

Annual
Admissions

14,000+
Employees

Serving nine counties throughout
eastern Pennsylvania and western
New Jersey, St. Luke’s largest facility,
St. Luke’s University Hospital –
Bethlehem, admits more than 25,000
people annually and features an
Adult Level 1 Trauma Center.
A leader in superior technology,
St. Luke’s is proud to be a General
Electric Healthcare Global Show Site.

The region’s
second largest
employer.

1,400+
Physicians
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St. Luke’s By The Numbers

Representing
more than 100
specialties: 96%
board-certified.

1,600+

Volunteers
An exceptional commitment to

Outpatient
Facilities

the advancement of medical

279,000+

focus since its inception in 1872.

Annual
Emergency
Room Visits

3,800
Annual
Births

education has been a core St. Luke’s
St. Luke’s is one of only 400
members of the prestigious
Council of Teaching Hospitals and
in partnership with the Lewis Katz
School of Medicine at Temple
University, offers the region’s only
medical school campus.

gme.sluhn.org

300+
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Temple/St. Luke’s School of Medicine
120 medical students study at St. Luke’s annually and
many select to continue their training at St. Luke’s.
Residents have the opportunity to interact, and
instruct medical students as part of the collaborative
learning process.

“Attending school at St. Luke’s is an enriching
experience. Students are expected to work hard, and
most importantly, serve. We work in a high-volume
hospital with an extremely diverse patient population.
The community has embraced our presence and we
are heavily involved in patient care. With a smaller
student body, we are able to make an immediate
impact on the community. Through various service
projects and clinic opportunities, we become heavily
invested in our patient population.”
– Colin Caverly, MD, Class of 2016 and
St. Luke’s Emergency Medicine Resident

Did You

Know?
St. Luke’s is also
home to the nation’s
oldest operating
nursing school.
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At St. Luke’s, our vision is to lead the region in clinical quality
and safety performance. St. Luke’s has been honored with
more than 120 health care quality awards including, but not
limited to:

IBM Watson HealthTM 100 Top Hospitals:
Major Teaching Hospital Category –
Four years in a row

Truven 50 Top Cardiovascular Award

U.S. News & World Report:
Recognized in Eight Specialties
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Network Quality Awards

The Joint Commission – Top Performer
on Key Quality Measures

Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services
(CMS) Hospital Compare Ratings – 4 Stars

National Committee for Quality Assurance –
Patient-Centered Medical Home

gme.sluhn.org

American Heart/Stroke Association –
Stroke Gold Plus Honor Roll Elite
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St. Luke’s Psychiatry Residency –
Anderson Campus
Our program provides a structured four year clinical educational
experience to prepare residents to practice as independent
psychiatrists. Some of the program highlights include:
• D
 iversity in faculty and their experiences coupled with diversity in

clinical settings and the curriculum. Our faculty and attendings
have strength and expertise in various fields of Psychiatry from
Child and Adolescent to geriatric, consultation liaison and
electroconvulsive therapy, psychopharmacology and
psychotherapy including psycho dynamic psychotherapy.
• O
 ur goal is for our graduates to be able to practice independently

in any specialty, in the community or in academia. They will be
equipped to provide evidenced based psychiatric care for a long
and prosperous career.
• E
 xposure to EAC, ECT, telepsychiatry, and an affiliation as a clinical

campus of the Lewis Katz School of Medicine at Temple University.
As a resident, you will be exposed to a variety of psychiatric cases
and you will be directly involved in the treatment planning of YOUR
patients. Here, in addition to your clinical duties, you will have the
opportunity to participate in educational conferences, research
projects beginning in PGY 1 and the training of other residents and
medical students.
You will also spend time in our affiliated outpatient clinic at
Psychological Associates of Bethlehem and a FQHC. In those
settings, you will gain an appreciation of the multidisciplinary
approach by joining our team that consists of psychologists, social
workers, nurses and a coordinator and you will be directly involved
in providing medication management and/or therapy.
Our program focuses on teaching residents the fundamentals of
psychiatry and the pharmacologic and therapeutic management of
psychiatric illnesses. With around 170 inpatient adult and older adult
beds in the network, you will be exposed to various pathologies,
co-morbid medical and neurological illnesses, personality disorders
and substance use.
Because excellent patient care involves so much more than writing
progress notes, you will learn the best clinical practices to improve
outcomes and safety, as well as the importance of psychosocial
supports and follow up.
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now have the honor to help train the next
generation of psychiatrists using the skills
and knowledge that my mentors gave me.
When our graduates leave, they will be
passionate physicians who provide the best
psychiatric care and who seek to find joy in
the art of medicine.”
– Christine Marchionni, MD, FAPA, Program Director

Dr. Marchionni completed her medical degree at Sidney
Kimmel Medical College and residency and consultation-
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“I work in the best field of medicine, and I

liaison fellowship at Thomas Jefferson University Hospital.
She is an active member of AADPRT, APA and APM. Prior
to becoming program director she was involved in medical
student education. Currently, she is the GME wellness
representative for her department and will continue the
advocacy of wellness in the residency. She also developed

gme.sluhn.org

the growing tele-psychiatry program at St Luke’s.
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Salary & Benefits
St. Luke’s Graduate Medical Education offers a
competitive salary and benefits package. Residents
who have successfully completed the St. Luke’s residency
program and moved into practice have commented that
the cost of living in the Lehigh Valley is lower and they
found that they had more buying power than in the
larger cities.
To view current salary rates and a list of all benefits, visit:
gme.sluhn.org/office-of-medical-education.

Research
Scholarly research is an essential component of our
program. A lifelong interest in research and scholarly
activity is an important skill to cultivate. Research is
supported by the program director, the faculty, and
St. Luke’s Department of Research and Innovation.
Essential for success in research are faculty mentors,
research support, and the opportunity to develop and
learn skills in research including methodology and
investigation.
During the first year each resident will meet with a faculty
mentor to discuss research interests and career goals.
The goal is to connect residents with faculty mentors
throughout St. Luke’s Network who share common
scholarly interests and to be able to learn from their
experiences and share in their knowledge. More
information on Research and Innovation at St. Luke’s
can be found at sluhn.org/research.
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You’ll be part of a stable, reputable program!
With a dedicated full-time director and no resident turnover,
our program offers the stability and reputation you want.
Your training will be well-rounded!
You will gain experience working in a variety of clinical
settings and specialties.

You learn management and leadership skills!
Our program values protected learning time. You will also have access
to our state-of-the-art technology, equipment and simulation centers.

You’ll be exposed to a challenging, fast-paced hospital setting!
Working at St. Luke’s, you will benefit from a fiscally-sound organization
that truly values its residency and fellowship programs.
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You’ll actually take care of your own patients!
As a thriving residency program in a busy, tertiary care setting,
our residents are given responsibility to take the lead in patient care.

You’ll work in a vibrant community!
Learn more about what the Lehigh Valley has to offer on page 11.

You’ll work in a friendly environment!
Our program is filled with caring compassionate people dedicated
to serving their community and to health care professionals.

You’ll have a good work/life balance!
Our call system promotes fair and reasonable work hours.
Time off for vacation is supported.

You’ll work side-by-side with our specialists!
There is a rich interaction among fellows and attending physicians,
specialists and surgeons.

You’ll be in an active, academic learning environment!
You’ll help guide our Temple/St. Luke’s medical students, as well as
have opportunities for academic growth through clinical research.

gme.sluhn.org
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Why Choose Us – Top 10 Reasons
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Welcome to…
St. Luke’s Anderson Campus
Situated on 500+ acres in the vibrant and thriving
Lehigh Valley economy, St. Luke’s Anderson Campus
is one of the nation’s newest hospitals – constructed
in 2011. Featuring a XX-bed acute care hospital, XX
annual admission emergency room, as well a fivestory ambulatory surgery facility constructed in 2017,
Anderson Campus offers a unique experience for both
patients and physicians alike.
In addition to state-of-the-art technology, hotel-like
amenities and services, the campus also features an
organic farm where fresh fruits and vegetables are
grown for patients and visitors. Walking trails and
beautiful water fountains adorn the campus, which is
nestled in the foothills of the Delaware River.
But beyond its beautiful views and brand-new units,
St. Luke’s Anderson Campus offers a culture that is
progressive, youthful and fearless. It is poised to grow
and thrive for many years to come. A Women’s and
Babies Pavilion is being added this year, as well as
educational space for our residents and future fellows.
Come see how St. Luke’s is innovating health care!
Learn more: gme.sluhn.org
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Three unique cities in one
suburban area = variety
(Allentown, Easton, Bethlehem)

Multiple venues for entertainment —
from large concerts to small plays
and comedy acts to Cirque du Soleil

gme.sluhn.org

Minor League Baseball — Lehigh Valley
Iron Pigs — and Ice Hockey —
Lehigh Valley Phantoms
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St. Luke’s University Health Network
801 Ostrum Street
Bethlehem, Pennsylvania 18015
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We’re closer than you think...
Conveniently located near major cities and the Atlantic
coast, the Lehigh Valley offers a wealth of activities
including outdoor sports, cultural events and plenty of
great dining and entertainment venues. Our residents
benefit from training at a top notch health network in a
thriving and diverse community.
LEARN MORE!
Visit us online at gme.sluhn.org
or contact our program coordinator:
St. Luke’s Psychiatry Residency
– Anderson Campus
Michael Lilley, MHA
Program Coordinator
1700 St. Luke’s Boulevard
Easton, PA 18045
484-503-0209
Michael.Lilley@sluhn.org
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